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o FIG. 1o
© (57) Abstract: The application discloses an information exchange method and an information exchange system , the method includ

ing : overlaying at least one decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user , to obtain a recovery

o pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user , where the recovery pattern corresponds to an original pattern of the en

coded pattern , and the at least one decoding template corresponds to at least one encoder used when the encoded pattern is ob -
tained. According to the technical solutions of the embodiments of this application , an encoded pattern is decoded by overlaying a
decoding template to an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user , so that a specific user can conveniently and intuitively
see information hidden in the encoded pattern directly on the spot.



Information Exchange

Related Applications

[0001] The application claims the benefit of priority to Chinese Patent

Application No. 2013 10695579.3, entitled "INFORMATION EXCHANGE METHOD

AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE SYSTEM", filed on December 17, 2013, and the

benefit of priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 2013 10695747.9, entitled

"INFORMATION EXCHANGE METHOD AND INFORMATION EXCHANGE

SYSTEM", filed on December 17, 2013, which are both hereby incorporated herein by

reference in their respective entireties.

Technical Field

[0002] The present application relates to the field of information security, and,

in particular, to information exchange in an information exchange system.

Background

[0003] With the rapid development of information technologies, electronic

information security has been paid more and more attention, and users need to keep

their specific information a secret on many occasions. However, in some situations,

carriers of the specific information may need to be disclosed to non-specific users;

therefore, users often want to securely, conveniently and intuitively acquire specific

information oriented to themselves from information carriers oriented to the

non-specific users, but conventional systems are inadequate.

Summary

[0004] The following presents a simplified summary in order to provide a basic

understanding of some example embodiments disclosed herein. This summary is not an

extensive overview. It is intended to neither identify key or critical elements nor

delineate the scope of the example embodiments disclosed. Its sole purpose is to

present some concepts in a simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed

description that is presented later.

[0005] An example objective of the present application is to provide an



information exchange technology.

[0006] To this or related ends, in a first example embodiment, the present

application provides a method, including:

overlaying, by a system comprising a processor, at least one decoding

template onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user, to obtain a

recovery pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user, where the

recovery pattern corresponds to an original pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at

least one decoding template corresponds to at least one encoder used when the encoded

pattern is obtained.

[0007] In a second example embodiment, the present application provides a

method, including:

overlaying, by a system comprising a processor, at least one encoding

template with an original pattern, to obtain an encoded pattern.

[0008] In a third example embodiment, the present application provides a

system, including:

a pattern recovery apparatus, configured to overlay at least one

decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user, to

obtain a recovery pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user, where the

recovery pattern corresponds to an original pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at

least one decoding template corresponds to at least one encoder used when the encoded

pattern is obtained.

[0009] In a fourth example embodiment, the present application provides a

system, including:

a pattern encoding apparatus, configured to overlay at least one

encoding template with an original pattern, to obtain the encoded pattern.

[0010] In a fifth example embodiment, the present application provides a

wearable device, including the information exchange system.

[0011] In a sixth example embodiment, the present application provides a

computer readable storage apparatus, including at least one executable instruction,

which, in response to execution, causes a system comprising a processor to perform

operations, comprising:

overlaying at least one decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at



least one eye fundus of a user, to obtain a recovery pattern presented in the at least one

eye fundus of the user, where the recovery pattern corresponds to at least one original

pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at least one decoding template corresponds to at

least one encoder forming the encoded pattern.

[0012] In a seventh example embodiment, the present application provides an

information exchange system, comprising a processing device and a memory, wherein

the memory stores at least one executable instruction, the processing device is

communicatively coupled to the memory, and when the information exchange system

operates, the processing device executes the at least one executable instruction stored

by the memory, to cause the information exchange system to perform at least one

operation, comprising::

overlaying at least one decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at

least one eye fundus of a user, to obtain a recovery pattern presented in the at least one

eye fundus of the user, where the recovery pattern corresponds to at least one original

pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at least one decoding template corresponds to at

least one encoder forming the encoded pattern.

[0013] In an eighth example embodiment, the present application provides a

computer readable storage apparatus, including an executable instruction, where

corresponding to execution of the executable instruction, an apparatus including a

processor performs an operation, comprising:

overlaying at least one encoding template with at least one original

pattern, to obtain an encoded pattern.

[0014] In a ninth example embodiment, the present application provides an

information providing system, comprising a processing device and a memory, wherein

the memory stores at least one executable instruction, the processing device is

connected to the memory by means of a communications bus, and when the

information providing system operates, the processing device executes the at least one

executable instruction stored by the memory, to cause the information providing

system to perform operations, comprising:

overlaying at least one encoding template with at least one original

pattern, to obtain an encoded pattern.

[0015] According to at least one implementation solution of the technical



solutions according to embodiments of the present application, a decoding template is

overlaid to an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user to decode the

encoded pattern, so that specific users can securely, conveniently and intuitively see

information hidden in the encoded pattern directly on the spot.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0016] The disclosure will become more fully understood from the detailed

description given herein below for illustration only, and thus are not limitative of the

disclosure, and wherein:

[0017] FIG. 1 is an example flowchart of steps of an information exchange

method according to an embodiment of the present application;

[0018] FIG. 2 is an example flowchart of steps of another information exchange

method according to an embodiment of the present application;

[0019] FIG. 3a to FIG. 3e are example schematic diagrams of an original

pattern after being encoded and decoded in an information exchange method according

to an embodiment of the present application;

[0020] FIG. 4, FIG. 5a, and FIG. 5b are example flowcharts of steps of three

information providing methods according to an embodiment of the present application;

[0021] FIG. 5c is an example flowchart of a pattern encoding step according to

an embodiment of the present application;

[0022] FIG. 6 is an example schematic structural block diagram of an

information exchange system according to an embodiment of the present application;

[0023] FIG. 7 , FIG. 8a, and FIG. 8b are example schematic structural block

diagrams of another three information exchange systems according to an embodiment

of the present application;

[0024] FIG. 8c is an example schematic structural block diagram of a pattern

encoding apparatus according to an embodiment of the present application;

[0025] FIG. 9a is an example schematic structural block diagram of a position

detection module of a pattern recovery apparatus according to an embodiment of the

present application;

[0026] FIG. 9b and FIG. 9c are example schematic diagrams of an optical path

used in the position detection module according to an embodiment of the present



application;

[0027] FIG. 10, FIG. 11a, and FIG. lib are example schematic structural block

diagrams of three information providing systems according to an embodiment of the

present application;

[0028] FIG. 11c is an example schematic structural block diagram of a pattern

encoding apparatus according to an embodiment of the present application;

[0029] FIG. 12 is an example schematic structural block diagram of an

information providing system according to an embodiment of the present application;

[0030] FIG. 13 an example schematic structural block diagram of a wearable

device according to an embodiment of the present application; and

[0031] FIG. 14 is an example schematic structural diagram of smart glasses

according to an embodiment of the present application.

Detailed Description

[0032] Methods and apparatuses of the present application are described in

detail as follows with reference to the accompanying drawings and embodiments.

[0033] In order to enable users to directly see corresponding hidden

information when seeing a pattern including the hidden information, instead of

obtaining the hidden information and presenting the hidden information to the users

after analyzing an acquired pattern locally or sending the acquired pattern to a remote

end for analysis. As shown in FIG. 1, an embodiment of the present application

provides an information exchange method, including: S120, a pattern recovery step of

overlaying at least one decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye

fundus of a user, to obtain a recovery pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of

the user, where the recovery pattern corresponds to at least one original pattern of the

encoded pattern, and the at least one decoding template corresponds to at least one

encoder used when the encoded pattern is obtained.

[0034] The embodiment of the present application overlays a decoding

template onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user when the user

sees the encoded pattern, so that the user can directly see information included in the

original pattern, and as the encoded pattern is directly formed in the at least one eye

fundus of the user and cannot be seen by others, implementation thereof is secure,



intuitive and convenient.

[0035] The step in the embodiment of the present application is further

described below.

[0036] In one possible implementation manner of the embodiment of the

present application, the at least one original pattern is one original pattern.

[0037] In the implementation manner of the present application, one or more

encoders may encode the original pattern to obtain the encoded pattern, which is then

decoded by means of one or more decoding templates. The following embodiment of

the present application is described by encoding an original pattern by using one

encoder to obtain an encoded pattern and overlaying one corresponding decoding

template with the encoded pattern.

[0038] In step S120, the encoded pattern is decoded in a manner of overlaying

the decoding template with the encoded pattern, so that the user may directly obtain, by

viewing an overlaid recovery pattern, information included in the original pattern. In

some implementation manners, the recovery pattern can completely express the

information included in the original pattern, but is not completely identical with the

original pattern. In one possible implementation manner, the recovery pattern is

basically identical with the original pattern.

[0039] Definitely, in some implementation manners, when the recovery pattern

is not completely identical with the original pattern, in order to make the user get better

experience, the recovery pattern may be enhanced, so that the user sees an enhanced

recovery pattern having higher similarity with the original pattern or better user visual

experience.

[0040] Therefore, in one possible implementation manner of the embodiment of

the present application, the method further includes:

a pattern enhancement step of obtaining at least one enhancement

template according to the recovery pattern, and overlaying the at least one

enhancement template to the recovery pattern, to obtain an enhanced recovery pattern

presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user.

[0041] For example, it may be analyzed from a recovery pattern 150 obtained

in FIG. 3e that, information to be presented to the user is "A", and therefore, an

enhancement template may be obtained according to the recovery pattern 150, so that a



pixel corresponding to the information "A" is blackened after the enhancement

template is superimposed on the recovery pattern, and pixels corresponding to the

background portion except "A" are highlighted, so the user may see a clear "A",

thereby improving visual experience of the user.

[0042] In one implementation manner, the size of the decoding template is

identical with that of the encoded pattern, step S120 is further setting the decoding

template to coincide with the encoded pattern, so that pixel units in regions

corresponding to the decoding template and the encoded pattern are overlapped and

blended, so as to obtain the recovery pattern. In another embodiment, the decoding

template may not completely coincide with the encoded pattern, for example, when the

decoding template includes a stripe, the hidden information may be seen as long as the

position of the stripe makes the stripe produce an interference effect with the encoded

pattern.

[0043] As shown in FIG. 2, in the embodiment of the present invention, before

the pattern recovery step, the information exchange method further includes:

[0044] SI 10, a pattern encoding step of encoding the original pattern by using

an encoder, to obtain the encoded pattern.

[0045] In the embodiment of the present invention, the encoder includes at least

one encoding template;

in the pattern encoding step, one encoding template is overlaid with the

original pattern to obtain the encoded pattern.

[0046] In one implementation manner, the size of the encoding template is

identical with that of the original pattern needing to hide information. In one

implementation manner, the encoding template and the original pattern are blended and

overlapped pixel by pixel, that is, each pixel on the encoding template overlays a

corresponding pixel on the original pattern to obtain a corresponding overlaid pixel,

and the overlaid pixels constitute the encoded pattern. Definitely, persons skilled in

the art may know that, it is likely that the original pattern is embedded into a larger

pattern or is part of the larger pattern, and at this time, only the original pattern in the

larger pattern may be encoded, while patterns in other parts of the larger pattern remain

unchanged.

[0047] Definitely, in other embodiments of the present application, it is likely



that the encoder encodes the original pattern by using an encoding algorithm, to obtain

the encoded pattern. For example, each pixel of the original pattern is encoded by

using an encoding sequence.

[0048] In one possible implementation manner of the embodiment of the

present application, the encoding template is an encoding pattern. The pattern is

composed of one or more channels (R, G, B, A (red, green, blue, alpha) channels in an

RGBA color space; or C, M, Y, K (cyan, magenta, yellow, black) channels in a CYMK

color space) in a color space.

[0049] In the embodiment of the present application, the decoding template is a

decoding pattern. The decoding pattern is composed of one or more channels in a

color space.

[0050] In the embodiment of the present application, the encoding template and

the decoding template may be obtained in the following two manners:

1) firstly obtain the encoding template, and then generate a

corresponding decoding template according to the encoding template;

2) firstly obtain the decoding template, and then generate the encoding

template according to the decoding template.

[0051] The two manners are described below in further detail respectively.

[0052] In one possible implementation manner, the encoding template is

generated from a first pseudo-random sequence, to more effectively hide information

in the original pattern.

[0053] In this case, the method generally further includes:

a decoding template generation step of generating the decoding

template according to the encoding template.

[0054] In this implementation manner, for example, the decoding template may

be generated at an information providing end and then be sent to a specific user-end

device, so that the specific user-end device may use the decoding template to decode

the encoded pattern, to obtain the information included in the original pattern.

Definitely, in another possible implementation manner, the information providing end

may provide the encoder or encoding template for the user-end device, and the

user-end device generates the decoding template according to the encoding template.

[0055] In one possible implementation manner, the decoding template



generation step includes converting the encoding template to obtain the decoding

template. The converting herein may be reversal processing or reversal processing

with compensation, and a specific conversion method is specifically given below,

which is not repeated herein.

[0056] In another possible implementation manner, the decoding template may

also be generated from a second pseudo-random sequence.

[0057] In this case, the method further includes:

an encoding template generation step of generating the encoding

template according to the decoding template.

[0058] The decoding template may be generated at an information providing

end, or may be generated at a user end.

[0059] In this implementation manner, for example, the encoding template may

be obtained by converting the decoding template. The converting may be reversal

processing or reversal processing with compensation. The step of obtaining an

encoding template from the decoding template is similar to the foregoing step of

obtaining the decoding template by means of the encoding template, which is not

repeated herein.

[0060] In some implementation manners, the encoded pattern may be identified

according to image characteristics of the encoded pattern. In other possible

implementation manners, in order that the encoded pattern can be quickly identified

and determined in the subsequent corresponding decoding process, after the pattern

encoding step, the method may further include:

a positioning identifier setting step of setting at least one positioning

identifier marking a region where the encoded pattern is located.

[0061] When it is necessary to decode the encoded pattern, once the positioning

identifier is detected, the encoded pattern can be quickly determined, and the decoding

template is overlaid onto the encoded pattern in the at least one eye fundus of the user.

[0062] In one possible implementation manner, the positioning identifier is a

calibration pattern set around the encoded pattern. For example, the encoded pattern

is a rectangular region, and the positioning identifier is a specific pattern located at

three or four vertices of the rectangular region. After the user sees the encoded

pattern, the method of the present application can quickly determine a region where the



encoded pattern is located through the positioning identifier.

[0063] In the embodiment of the present application, there may be many

methods of overlaying the decoding template to the encoded pattern in the at least one

eye fundus of the user, for example:

[0064] in one possible implementation manner, the decoding template is

directly projected to the at least one eye fundus of the user, so that the decoding

template is overlaid with the encoded pattern in the at least one eye fundus of the user,

and the user sees an overlaid recovery pattern in the position of the encoded pattern.

[0065] In this implementation manner, the decoding template and the encoded

pattern in the at least one eye fundus of the user are directly overlaid in the at least one

eye fundus of the user, without an intermediate medium, and therefore, only the user

can acquire information of the corresponding original pattern, but others cannot see it,

thereby guaranteeing information security of the user.

[0066] Alternatively, in another possible implementation manner, the decoding

template may be inserted between eyes of the user and the encoded pattern, so as to

overlay the decoding template with the encoded pattern in the at least one eye fundus

of the user. For example, when the user wears a pair of smart glasses and lenses of

the smart glasses are between eyes of the user and a viewed object, the function may

be implemented by displaying the decoding template on the lenses.

[0067] When a device such as smart glasses is used to display the decoding

template in a position close to the eyes, it is difficult for other users to see a decoded

recovery pattern; therefore, this implementation manner may also effectively guarantee

information security of the user.

[0068] Definitely, in one possible implementation manner, it is likely to project

one decoding template to the at least one eye fundus of the user and also to insert

another decoding template on an optical path between eyes of the user and the decoded

pattern, and the decoded pattern is decoded in two manners.

[0069] Therefore, in one possible implementation manner of the embodiment of

the present application, the pattern recovery step S120 includes:

an information projection step of projecting the decoding template to

the at least one eye fundus of the user.

[0070] In another possible implementation manner, the pattern recovery step



S120 includes:

an information display step of displaying the decoding template on the

optical path between eyes of the user and the encoded pattern.

[0071] Alternatively, in another possible implementation manner, when a

plurality of decoding templates are included, the pattern recovery step S120 includes:

projecting at least one decoding template in the plurality of decoding

templates to the at least one eye fundus of the user; and

displaying other decoding templates in the plurality of decoding

templates on an optical path between eyes of the user and the encoded pattern.

[0072] In the implementation manner of the present application, the method of

overlaying the at least one enhancement template to the recovery pattern is similar to

that of overlaying the decoding template to the encoded pattern, which is not repeated

herein.

[0073] In the implementation manner of the embodiment of the present

application, the manner of directly presenting the decoding template to the at least one

eye fundus of the user by projection mainly performs decoding by superimposition

between the decoding template and the encoded pattern; and the manner of presenting

the decoding template by display may cover a corresponding region of the encoded

pattern by means of a corresponding region on the decoding template; therefore, it is

necessary to select a corresponding encoding template and a decoding template for the

two manners of presenting the decoding template. Implementation manners (the

following implementation manner uses an RGBA color space as an example) of

decoding and encoding manners respectively corresponding to the two manners are

given below.

[0074] 1) When the decoding template is presented in a manner of information

projection:

[0075] suppose that eyes see an image A and there is another image B projected

to the at least one eye fundus, an image C that the brain actually obtains is a

superimposed image of the image B and the image A . A superimposition formula is

as follows:

f(C)= f(B) + f(A) (1)

[0076] where f(x) is an RGB component primary color value of a pixel x in an



image (this implementation manner uses an RGBA color space as an example, but is

not limited to thereto), and a value thereof ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 corresponds to

all black, and 1 corresponds to a solid color of each color component. f(C)= f(B) +

f(A) indicates that an RGB component primary color value of each pixel in an image C

is a sum of RGB component primary color values of corresponding pixels in an image

B and an image A .

[0077] In the embodiment of the present application, the process of encoding an

original pattern S with the above formula is as follows:

f(C)= f(P) + f(S) (2)

[0078] where P is an encoding pattern, and C is an encoded pattern.

[0079] The process of decoding the encoded pattern may be similarly expressed

as:

f(C')= f(P') + f(C) (3)

[0080] where P' is a decoding pattern, and is a recovery pattern (that is, the

decoded pattern). In this way, it may be deduced that an expression of is:

f(C')= f(P') + f(P) + f(S) (4)

[0081] as long as the encoding pattern P and the decoding pattern P' can be

reasonably constructed so that

f(P') + f(P) = c (5)

[0082] is established, the user can directly see the original pattern S whose

dynamic range is narrowed to [0, 1 - c] (the original pattern S whose dynamic range is

narrowed is the recovery pattern ), where c is a constant between 0 to 1, generally

between 0 and 0.5.

[0083] If the encoding pattern P is established through a pseudo-random

process (for example, obtained through a pseudo-random sequence), the encoded

pattern C can be decoded in the manner of the embodiment of the present application

as long as the decoding pattern P' is constructed through the following formula:

f(P')= c - f(P) (6)

[0084] that is, when a sum of primary color values of color components of a

pixel on the decoding pattern P' and a corresponding pixel on the encoding pattern P is

a constant, the encoded pattern C can be decoded in the manner of the embodiment of

the present application.



[0085] Definitely, persons skilled in the art may know that, when the decoding

pattern P' is established through a pseudo-random process, the encoding pattern P may

also be obtained correspondingly.

[0086] 2) When the decoding template is presented in a manner of inserting the

decoding template in an optical path between eyes and a recovery pattern:

a currently common transparent image overlaying algorithm is adopted,

i.e., an Alpha Blending algorithm:

[0087] suppose that there is an image A and another transparent image B, an

image C obtained is a blended image of the image B and the image A when the image

A is seen through the image B . It is set that transparency of the image B is a (the

value of a is between 0 to 1, where 1 corresponds to completely transparent, and 0

corresponds to completely opaque). A formula of the Alpha Blending algorithm is

expressed as follows:

f(C)=(i-a)*f(B) + a *f(A) (7)

[0088] where f(x) is an RGB component primary color value of a pixel x in an

image, and a value thereof ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 corresponds to all black, and 1

corresponds to a solid color of each color component; a is transparency of each pixel in

the image B .

[0089] Therefore, in the embodiment of the present application, the process of

encoding an original pattern S may be expressed as follows with a formula:

f(C)=(i-a)*f(P) + a*f(S) (8)

[0090] where P is an encoding pattern, C is an encoded pattern, and a is

transparency of each pixel in the encoding pattern P.

[0091] A decoding process corresponding to the above encoding process may

be similarly expressed as:

( )=( -¾')* ί ( Ρ ') + a'*f(C) (9)

[0092] where P' is a decoded pattern, is a recovery pattern, and a' is

transparency of each pixel in the decoded pattern P'. In this way, it may be deduced

that an expression of the recovery pattern is:

( )=(1-¾')* ( ') + a'*(l-a)*f(P) + a'*a*f(S) (10)

[0093] if a*a' can keep constant for each pixel, as long as P and P' can be

reasonably constructed so that



(l-a')*f(P') + a'*(l-a)*f(P) = d ( 11)

[0094] is established, the user can directly see the original pattern S whose

dynamic range is narrowed to [0, a*a' - d], where d, a and a' are constants, and values

of d, a and a' are between 0 to 1, generally between 0.5 and 1.

[0095] In this embodiment, suppose that the encoding pattern P is established

through a pseudo-random process (for example, obtained through a pseudo-random

sequence), the encoded pattern C can be decoded in the manner of the embodiment of

the present application as long as the decoding pattern P' is constructed through the

following formula:

f(P')= [d-a'*(l-a)*f(P)] / (1-a') (12)

[0096] as RGBA values all range from 0 to 1, encoding and decoding processes

of the two methods need to appropriately restrict or compress the range of primary

color values of color components of pixels in the original pattern and the encoding and

decoding patterns, so as to avoid or reduce a distortion problem caused when the

values are out of bounds, and the prior art already has a solution to the problem, which

is not repeated herein.

[0097] It can be seen from the above that, in the embodiment of the present

application, as long as one of the decoding template and the encoding template is

known, the other one can be correspondingly obtained according to the above formula.

Definitely, in addition to the methods described above, the embodiment of the present

application may also acquire the corresponding decoding or encoding template by

using other suitable algorithms.

[0098] In one possible implementation manner, a pattern in a certain region

may be identified as the encoded pattern by using image characteristics of the encoded

pattern or the like, for example, image characteristics in a certain specific region are

determined to be identical with or similar to those of the encoded pattern in an image

analysis method. In some embodiments, as stated above, after the positioning

identifier is set around the encoded pattern, a certain region can be more quickly and

accurately determined as the encoded pattern by identifying the positioning identifier.

Therefore, in one possible implementation manner, before the pattern recovery step,

the method further includes:

a positioning identifier identification step of identifying the positioning



identifier; and

the pattern recovery step includes determining the encoded pattern

according to the identified positioning identifier.

[0099] In the embodiment of the present application, an image in the at least

one eye fundus of the user or an image of an object in the view of the user may be

obtained in an image acquisition manner, and then the image is analyzed in an image

processing (including the identification of the encoded pattern or identification of the

positioning identifier) manner, to obtain the position of the encoded pattern on the

image (obtaining a position of an object on an image through image acquisition and

image processing may be solved according to existing structures and technologies in

the prior art, which is not repeated herein), and the decoding template is projected

according to the position of the encoded pattern on the image. However, in order to

make a better effect of overlaying of the decoding template and the encoded pattern, in

the system according to the embodiment of the present application, it is necessary to

firstly determine the position of the encoded pattern relative to the user, and then

present the decoding template according to the position of the encoded pattern relative

to the user.

[00100] In the embodiment of the present application, the actual position of the

encoded pattern can be determined by detecting a user sight fixation point relative to

the position of the user.

[00101] There are many manners of detecting a user fixation point, for example,

one or more of the following are included.

[00102] i) A pupil direction detector is used to detect an optical axis direction of

one eye, and depth for the eye gazing a scenario is obtained through a depth sensor (for

example, infrared distance measurement), to obtain a fixation point position of eye

sight; the technology is an existing technology, which is not repeated in this

implementation manner.

[00103] ii) Optical axis directions of two eyes are detected respectively, sight

directions of the two eyes of the user are obtained according to the optical axis

directions of the two eyes, and a fixation point position of eye sight is obtained

according to an intersection point between the sight directions of the two eyes; the

technology is an existing technology, which is not repeated herein.



[00104] iii) The fixation point position of eye sight is obtained according to an

optical parameter of an optical path between an image acquisition position and eyes

and an optical parameter of the eyes when an image whose definition presented on an

eye imaging surface (that is, fundus) is in a set threshold range is acquired.

[00105] The step of detecting a current fixation point position of the user

through the method iii) includes:

a fundus image acquisition step of acquiring an image in the at least one

eye fundus of the user;

an adjustable imaging step of adjusting at least one imaging parameter

of the optical path between the fundus image acquisition position and the eyes of the

user until an image whose definition is in a set threshold range is acquired;

an image processing step of analyzing the acquired image in the fundus,

to obtain the imaging parameter of the optical path between the fundus image

acquisition position and the eyes corresponding to the image whose definition is in the

set threshold range and at least one optical parameter of the eyes, and calculating the

position of the current fixation point of the user relative to the user.

[00106] In the adjustable imaging step, adjustment may be performed according

to a focal length of an optical device on the optical path between the eyes and the

acquisition position and/or the position thereof in the optical path, and the image

whose fundus definition is in the set threshold range may be obtained when the optical

device is in a certain position or state.

[00107] In one possible implementation manner of the method according to the

embodiment of the present application, the optical device may be a variable focal

length lens, used for completing adjustment on its focal length by adjusting a refractive

index and/or shape of the optical device; or may also be a lens group, used for

completing adjustment on the focal length of the lens group by adjusting relative

positions between lenses in the lens group. In the embodiment of the present

application, the adjustment is automatic adjustment.

[00108] In addition, in the method according to the embodiment of the present

application, the image processing step further includes:

analyzing the image acquired in the fundus image acquisition step, to

find an image whose definition is in the set threshold range; and



calculating an optical parameter of the eyes according to the image

whose definition is in the set threshold range and a known imaging parameter when the

image whose definition is in the set threshold range is obtained.

[00109] Herein, the optical parameter of the eyes includes an eye sight direction,

and the sight direction may be determined according to the image in the fundus whose

definition is in the set threshold range or an image otherwise shot in an eye pupil.

[00110] After a current optical parameter of the eyes is obtained, a distance from

an eye-to-focus to the eyes is obtained through calculation (the specific calculation

process will be detailed in combination with the apparatus) according to the imaging

parameter of the optical path between the fundus image acquisition position and the

eyes and the optical parameter of the eyes, thereby obtaining the position of the eye

fixation point.

[00111] Definitely, persons skilled in the art may know that, except the several

forms of the fixation point detection methods, other methods that can be used for

detecting the fixation point of the eyes of the user may also be used in the method

according to the embodiment of the present application.

[00112] In the present application, as the user is viewing the encoded pattern, the

fixation point of the user is on the encoded pattern, and then the position of the

encoded pattern relative to the user can be obtained according to characteristics of the

encoded pattern (characteristics of the encoded pattern or characteristics of a

positioning identifier around the encoded pattern). In order that the method according

to the embodiment of the present application can quickly and accurately determine a

position of the decoding template to be presented according to the position of the

encoded pattern (including the position of the encoded pattern actually relative to the

user or the position of the image of the encoded pattern formed in the at least one eye

fundus of the user), in one possible implementation manner, the method may include:

a calibration step of establishing a corresponding relationship between a

presentation parameter (including presentation position, size, angle and the like) of the

decoding template and the position of the encoded pattern through calibration.

[00113] For example, a mapping table between the presentation parameter of the

decoding template and the position of the encoded pattern is established, so that, in the

following pattern recovery step, when the position of the encoded pattern is obtained,



position, size and other parameters of the decoding template to be presented can be

quickly and accurately obtained according to the mapping table, which does not

require other calculation or calibration.

[00114] The method according to the embodiment of the present application is

further described below with reference to FIG. 3a to FIG. 3e.

[00115] An original pattern 110 shown in FIG. 3a is encoded by using an

encoding template 120 shown in FIG. 3b, and in the embodiment of the present

application, the encoding is overlaying the encoding template 120 with the original

pattern 110 pixel by pixel, to obtain an encoded pattern 130 shown in FIG. 3c.

[00116] When the user sees the encoded pattern 130, a decoding template 140

shown in FIG. 3d is overlaid onto the encoded pattern 130 in the at least one eye

fundus of the user, so that the user sees a recovery pattern 150 shown in FIG. 3e.

[00117] In this implementation manner, the decoding template 140 is a decoding

pattern generated from a second pseudo-random sequence. The encoding template

120 is obtained after reversal processing of the decoding template 140.

[00118] In another possible implementation manner of the embodiment of the

present application, the encoded pattern corresponds to a plurality of original patterns,

and in this case, step SI 10 includes:

encoding the plurality of original patterns by means of the multiple

groups of encoders in a one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain a plurality of

initial encoded patterns, where each group of encoders in the multiple groups of

encoders include at least one sub-encoder; and

synthesizing the plurality of initial encoded patterns into the encoded

pattern.

[00119] Herein, the at least one encoder is multiple groups of encoding

templates whose mutual interference values are in a set range.

[00120] In one possible implementation manner, the multiple groups of encoders

are multiple groups of encoding templates, where each group of encoding templates in

the multiple groups of encoding templates include at least one sub-encoding template;

and

[00121] the encoding the plurality of original patterns by means of the multiple

groups of encoders in a one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain a plurality of



initial encoded patterns includes:

overlaying the multiple groups of encoding templates to the plurality of

original patterns in a one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain the plurality of initial

encoded patterns.

[00122] In step SI 10, for example, if it is necessary to encode two original

patterns (which are generally different original patterns), it is necessary to use two

groups of encoders to encode the two original patterns respectively, that is, encode a

first original pattern by means of a first group of encoders to obtain a first initial

encoded pattern; and then encode a second original pattern by means of a second group

of encoders to obtain a second initial encoded pattern. One group of encoders may

only have one sub-encoder, or may include a plurality of sub-encoders, the following

embodiment of the present application uses that one group of encoders only have one

sub-encoder as an example for description, and persons skilled in the art may know

that, in the embodiment of the present application, one group of encoders may also

include a plurality of sub-encoders.

[00123] In the embodiment of the present application, mutual interference values

between multiple groups of encoders are in a set range, and the mutual interference

values herein, for example, are dot product operation values between the multiple

groups of encoders.

[00124] In this implementation manner, the manner of synthesizing the plurality

of initial encoded patterns into an encoded pattern may be:

overlaying the plurality of initial encoded patterns into an encoded

pattern; for example, color values of corresponding pixels of the plurality of initial

encoded patterns are overlapped and blended according to a set rule; or

extracting several pixels on each initial encoded pattern respectively,

where positions of the pixels extracted on different initial encoded patterns do not

coincide, and then the pixels extracted from different positions on the different initial

encoded patterns are synthesized into an encoded pattern according to positions of

original pixels. For example, in one implementation manner, the initial encoded

pattern includes: a first initial encoded pattern and a second initial encoded pattern,

where pixels in odd-numbered lines and even-numbered columns and in

even-numbered lines and odd-numbered columns of the first initial encoded pattern are



extracted, pixels in odd-numbered lines and odd-numbered columns and in

even-numbered lines and even-numbered columns of the second initial encoded pattern

are extracted, and then the pixels extracted from the first and second initial encoded

patterns are correspondingly filled into the encoded pattern according to their

respective positions in the first and second initial encoded patterns, to just make up an

encoded pattern with the same size as that of the first and second initial encoded

patterns.

[00125] Definitely, persons skilled in the art may know that, other suitable

methods of synthesizing a plurality of patterns may also be applied to the embodiment

of the present application.

[00126] In this case, step S120 includes:

overlaying at least one decoding template onto the encoded pattern in

the at least one eye fundus of the user, to obtain a recovery pattern corresponding to

one original pattern in the plurality of original patterns; where the at least one decoding

template corresponds to at least one group of encoders in the multiple groups of

encoders.

[00127] In the implementation manner of the embodiment of the present

application, the manner of directly projecting the decoding template in the at least one

eye fundus of the user mainly performs decoding by superimposition between the

decoding template and the encoded pattern; and the manner of presenting the decoding

template by display may cover a corresponding region of the encoded pattern by means

of a corresponding region on the decoding template; therefore, it is necessary to select

a corresponding encoding template and a decoding template for the two manners of

presenting the decoding template. Implementation manners of decoding and

encoding manners respectively corresponding to the two manners are given below. In

this implementation manner, each group of encoding templates include a sub-encoding

template, the sub-encoding template may be an encoding pattern, and the decoding

template may be a decoding pattern.

[00128] 1) When the decoding template is presented in a manner of information

projection:

[00129] suppose that eyes see an image A and there is another image B projected

to the at least one eye fundus, an image C that the brain actually obtains is a



superimposed image of the image B and the image A . A superimposition formula is

as follows:

f(C)= f(B) + f(A) (21)

[00130] where f(x) is an RGB component primary color value of a pixel x in an

image (the implementation manner uses an RGBA color space as an example, but is

not limited to thereto), and a value thereof ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 corresponds to

all black, and 1 corresponds to a solid color of each color component. f(C)= f(B) +

f(A) indicates that an RGB component primary color value of each pixel in an image C

is a sum of RGB component primary color values of corresponding pixels in an image

B and an image A .

[00131] In the embodiment of the present application, the process of encoding an

nth original pattern with the above formula is as follows:

f(Cn)= f(Pn) + f(Sn) (22)

[00132] where Pn is an encoding pattern corresponding to the nth original

pattern, Cn is an initial encoded pattern obtained after the nth original pattern is

encoded, n is a natural number from 1 to N, and N is the total number of the original

pattern.

[00133] In the embodiment of the present application, RGB component primary

color values of pixels of the encoded pattern C may be obtained by means of the

following formula:

f(C)= f(C 1) + f(C2)+. . .f(CN) (23)

[00134] the process of deciding the initial encoded pattern may be similarly

expressed as:

f(Cn')= f(Pn') + f(C) (24)

[00135] where Pn' is a decoding pattern corresponding to the nth original pattern,

and Cn' is a recovery pattern (that is, the decoded pattern) corresponding to the nth

original pattern. In this way, it may be deduced that an expression of the recovery

pattern Cn' corresponding to the nth original pattern is:

f(Cn')= f(Pn') + f(Pn) + f(Sn) (25)

[00136] That there are two original patterns is used as an example, if the first

initial encoded pattern CI and the second initial encoded pattern C2 are overlaid into

an encoded pattern C,



f(CT)= f(Pl')+f(Cl) + f(C2)

= f(P 1')+ f(P 1) + f(S 1)+ f(P2) + f(S2) (26)

f(C2')= f(P2')+f(Cl) + f(C2)

= f(P2')+ f(P 1) + f(S 1)+ f(P2) + f(S2) (27)

[00137] In the formulae, when a first decoding template Ρ Γ and a second

decoding template P2' satisfy an equation system consisting of a formula (28) and a

formula (29), a first recovery pattern CI' and a second recovery pattern C2' whose

dynamic ranges are narrowed compared with a first original pattern S1 and a second

original pattern S2 can be obtained in the at least one eye fundus of the user:

f(P l')+f(P 1)+ f(P2)+f(S2)=c 1 (28)

f(P2')+f(P l)+f(S l)+f(P2) =c2 (29)

[00138] if they are established, users respectively corresponding to a first

decoding template and a second decoding template can respectively directly see the

first original pattern SI whose dynamic range is narrowed to [0, 1 - c] (the original

pattern SI whose dynamic range is narrowed is the first recovery pattern CI') and the

second original pattern S2 whose dynamic range is narrowed to [0, 1 - c2], where cl

and c2 are constants between 0 to 1, generally between 0 and 0.5.

[00139] As the original pattern Sn is known, if the encoding pattern Pn is

established through a pseudo-random process (for example, obtained through a

pseudo-random sequence), the encoded pattern C can be decoded by using the

decoding pattern Pn' as long as the decoding pattern Pn' is constructed by using the

following formulae:

f(Pl') =cl-[f(Pl)+ f(P2)+f(S2)] (30)

f(P2')= c2-[f(P l)+f(S l)+f(P2)] (3 1)

[00140] Definitely, persons skilled in the art may know that, when the decoding

pattern Pn' is established through a pseudo-random process, the encoding pattern Pn

may also be obtained correspondingly according to the formulae (28) and (29).

[00141] 2) When the decoding template is presented in a manner of inserting the

decoding template in an optical path between eyes and a recovery pattern:

[00142] a currently common transparent image overlaying algorithm is adopted,

i.e., an Alpha Blending algorithm:

[00143] suppose that there is an image A and another transparent image B, an



image C obtained is a blended image of the image B and the image A when the image

A is seen through the image B . It is set that transparency of the image B is a (the

value of a is between 0 to 1, where 1 corresponds to completely transparent, and 0

corresponds to completely opaque). A formula of the Alpha Blending algorithm is

expressed as follows:

f(C)=(i-a)*f(B) + a *f(A) (32)

[00144] where f(x) is an RGB component primary color value of a pixel x in an

image, and a value thereof ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 corresponds to all black, and 1

corresponds to a solid color of each color component; a is transparency of each pixel in

the image B .

[00145] Therefore, in the embodiment of the present application, the process of

encoding an nth original pattern Sn may be expressed as follows with a formula:

f(Cn)=(l-an)*f(Pn) + an*f(Sn) (33)

[00146] where Pn is an encoding pattern corresponding to the nth original

pattern Sn, Cn is an initial encoded pattern corresponding to the nth original pattern Sn,

and an is transparency of each pixel in the encoding pattern Pn.

[00147] An encoded pattern C synthesized from N initial encoded patterns Cn

may be obtained from the following formula:

f(C)= f(C 1) + f(C2)+. . .f(CN) (34)

[00148] A decoding process corresponding to the above encoding process may

be similarly expressed as:

f(Cn')=(l-an')*f(Pn') + an '*f(C) (35)

[00149] where Pn' is a decoding pattern corresponding to the nth original pattern

Sn, Cn' is a recovery pattern corresponding to the nth original pattern Sn, and an' is

transparency of each pixel in the decoding pattern Pn'. In this way, it may be deduced

that an expression of the recovery pattern Cn' is:

f(Cn')=(l-an')*f(Pn') + an'*[f(Cl) + f(C2)+. . .f(CN)] (36)

[00150] The process of encoding and decoding the first original pattern SI and

the second original pattern S2 is taken as an example.

f(Cl')=(l -al')*f(Pl') + al'*[f(Cl) + f(C2)]

l-al fiPl +al ' i l-a fiP +al' al fiS +al' i l )* ) + al'*a2*f(S2) (37)

f(C2')=(l-a2')*f(P2') + a2'*[f(Cl) + f(C2)]



=(l-a2 ,)*f(P2 ,)+a2 , i (l-al) f(Pl)+a2 , i a l f(Sl)+a2 , i (l-a2) i f(P2) + a2'*a2*f(S2) (38)

[00151] as al*al' and a2*a2' can keep constant for each pixel, as long as the

following two formulae (39) and (40) are satisfied, the two original patterns SI and S2

can be overlaid and decoded by using decoding patterns Ρ Γ and P2' to obtain

corresponding recovery patterns CI' and C2':

(l-al') f(Pl ,)+al , (l-al) f(Pl)+al , (l-a2) i f(P2)+al , a2 i f(S2)=dl (39)

(l-a2 ,)*f(P2 ,)+a2 , i (l-al) f(Pl)+a2 , i (l-a2) i f(P2)+a2 , i a l f(Sl)=d2 (40)

[00152] As dl and d2 are constants, the first original pattern SI and the second

original pattern S2 are known at an encoding end, encoding patterns P I and P2 can be

generated by pseudo-random sequences, and corresponding encoding patterns Ρ Γ and

P2' can be obtained by solving the formulae (39) and (40).

[00153] It can be seen from the formulae (37) to (40) that, the recovery pattern

Cn corresponding to the nth original pattern Sn is the nth original pattern Sn whose

dynamic range is narrowed to [0, an*an' - dn], where the value of an*an' - dn is

between 0 and 1, generally between 0.5 and 1.

[00154] It can be seen from the above that, in the case of multiple paths, a

decoding pattern Pn' used by one user needs to be associated with original patterns of

other users, but a certain degree of security still can be ensured as the encoded pattern

C overlays information of multiple decoding patterns P I to PN.

[00155] As RGBA values all range from 0 to 1, the encoding and decoding

processes of the two methods need to appropriately restrict or compress the range of

primary color values of color components of pixels in the original pattern and the

encoding and decoding patterns, so as to avoid or reduce a distortion problem caused

when the values are out of bounds, and the prior art already has a solution to the

problem, which is not repeated herein.

[00156] In addition to the methods described above, the embodiment of the

present application may also acquire the corresponding decoding or encoding template

by using other suitable algorithms.

[00157] One application scenario of the embodiment of the present application is

as follows:

an information providing end needs to provide two pieces of

information separately included in a first original pattern and a second original pattern



for a first user and a second user.

[00158] A first group of encoding templates are overlaid to the first original

pattern to obtain a first initial encoded pattern, and a second group of encoding

templates are overlaid to the second original pattern to obtain a second initial encoded

pattern, where the first group of encoding templates and the second group of encoding

templates are orthogonal to each other;

[00159] then, the first initial encoded pattern and the second initial encoded

pattern are synthesized into an encoded pattern;

[00160] the first user has a first decoding template, the first decoding template is

overlaid with the encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of the user after the first

user sees the encoded pattern, so that the first user sees a first recovery pattern

corresponding to the first original pattern, so as to obtain information included in the

first original pattern; the second user has a second decoding template, the second

decoding template is overlaid with the encoded pattern in the at least one eye fundus of

the user after the second user sees the encoded pattern, so that the second user sees a

second recovery pattern corresponding to the second original pattern, so as to obtain

information included in the second original pattern.

[00161] The first user and the second user may see the encoded pattern on the

same presentation device (for example, a display screen), for example, view pictures

displayed on the same common screen; therefore, the embodiment of the present

application may transfer different corresponding information to different audiences by

means of limited public resources. In addition, when the information providing end

provides different information for different users, it is only necessary to provide the

same information.

[00162] In this implementation manner, the process of overlaying and decoding

the decoding template and the encoded pattern may be identical with the corresponding

descriptions in the above implementation manner, which is not repeated herein.

[00163] In this implementation manner, different specific users can directly see

information included in their corresponding original patterns from the same encoded

pattern by means of their corresponding decoding templates, and in addition to that the

user can securely, conveniently and intuitively obtain specific information, the effect

of saving resources is also achieved.



[00164] In the above manner, the information providing end provides

information for a specific user, the user can directly see the information by overlaying

a visible decoding template and an encoded pattern, and the acquisition process thereof

is quick, convenient, and secure.

[00165] As shown in FIG. 4, an embodiment of the present invention further

provides an information providing method, including:

[00166] S3 10, a pattern encoding step of overlaying at least one encoding

template with at least one original pattern, to obtain an encoded pattern.

[00167] Herein, one or more encoding templates may be overlaid with the at

least one original pattern, and this implementation manner is further described below

by using that one encoding template is overlaid with the original pattern to obtain the

encoded pattern as an example.

[00168] In the embodiment of the present application, the encoding template is

an encoding pattern (as shown in FIG. 3b).

[00169] In one implementation manner, the encoding template is generated from

a first pseudo-random sequence.

[00170] In this implementation manner, as shown in FIG. 5a, the method further

includes:

[00171] S320, a decoding template generation step of generating a decoding

template corresponding to the encoding template, and obtaining a recovery pattern

corresponding to the original pattern after the decoding template and the encoded

pattern are overlaid.

[00172] The decoding template is obtained by converting the encoding template .

The converting is reversal processing or reversal processing with compensation.

[00173] In another implementation manner, as shown in FIG. 5b, the method

further includes:

[00174] S330, an encoding template generation step of generating the encoding

template corresponding to a decoding template, and obtaining a recovery pattern

corresponding to the original pattern after the decoding template and the encoded

pattern are overlaid.

[00175] The encoding template is obtained by converting the decoding template.

The converting is reversal processing or reversal processing with compensation.



[00176] As shown in FIG. 5b, in one possible implementation manner of the

embodiment of the present application, the method further includes:

[00177] S340, a positioning identifier setting step of setting a positioning

identifier marking a region where the encoded pattern is located.

[00178] As shown in FIG. 5c, in another possible implementation manner of the

embodiment of the present application, the encoded pattern corresponds to a plurality

of original patterns, and the step S3 10 includes:

an initial encoding step S3 11 of overlaying multiple groups of encoding

templates whose mutual interference values are in a set range to the plurality of

original patterns in a one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain a plurality of initial

encoded patterns, where each group of encoding templates include at least one

encoding template; and

a pattern combination step S3 12 of synthesizing the plurality of initial

encoded patterns into an encoded pattern.

[00179] The encoded pattern obtained by encoding according to the pattern

encoding step of the implementation manner shown in FIG. 5c may include

information included in the plurality of original patterns, so that information provided

for multiple users may be transferred by means of the same carrier, which saves

resources; in addition, information included in one original pattern therein may be

obtained by overlaying of at least one decoding template corresponding to one group

of encoding templates and the encoded pattern, which provides a basis for convenient

and secure decoding of the user end.

[00180] For detailed implementation manners of the steps, refer to

corresponding descriptions in the embodiment of the information exchange method,

which are not repeated herein.

[00181] According to the encoded pattern obtained by encoding according to the

pattern encoding step of the implementation manner, decoding of the encoded pattern

can be completed by overlaying a decoding template corresponding to the encoding

template and the encoded pattern, which provides a basis for convenient and secure

decoding of the user end.

[00182] Persons skilled in the art may understand that, in the methods of

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS of the present application,



numbers of the steps do not mean the sequence of execution, the sequence of execution

of the steps should be determined according to their functions and internal logic, but

should not constitute any limitations to implementation of DETAILED

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS of the present application.

[00183] As shown in FIG. 6, FIG. 6 is a schematic structural block diagram of

an information exchange system 700 according to an embodiment of the present

application, including: a pattern recovery apparatus 720, used for overlaying at least

one decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user, to

obtain a recovery pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user, where the

recovery pattern corresponds to an original pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at

least one decoding template corresponds to at least one encoder used when the encoded

pattern is obtained.

[00184] The system according to the embodiment of the present application

overlays a decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a

user when the user sees the encoded pattern, so that the user can directly see

information included in an original pattern, and implementation thereof is intuitive and

convenient.

[00185] In another possible implementation manner of the embodiment of the

present application, the encoded pattern corresponds to a plurality of original patterns,

and in this implementation manner:

the pattern recovery apparatus 720 is further used for overlaying at least

one decoding template onto the encoded pattern in the at least one eye fundus of the

user to obtain a recovery pattern corresponding to one original pattern in the plurality

of original patterns; where the at least one decoding template corresponds to one group

of encoders encoding the original pattern in the plurality of original patterns.

[00186] The embodiment of the present application overlays a decoding

template onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user when the user

sees the encoded pattern, so that the user can directly see information included in an

original pattern, and implementation thereof is intuitive and convenient; in addition,

different specific users can directly see information included in their corresponding

original patterns from the same encoded pattern by using their corresponding decoding

templates, which achieves the effect of saving resources.



[00187] FIG. 7 is a schematic structural block diagram of another information

exchange system 700 according to an embodiment of the present application, and in

this embodiment, in addition to the pattern recovery apparatus 720, the information

exchange system 700 further includes:

a pattern encoding apparatus 710, used for encoding an original pattern

by using the at least one encoder, to obtain the encoded pattern.

[00188] Generally, the pattern encoding apparatus 710 is located at an

information providing end and hides information only required to be provided for

specific users; the pattern recovery apparatus 720 is located at a user end and used for

directly displaying the information correspondingly hidden in the encoded pattern to

the users.

[00189] In the implementation manner of the present application, one or more

encoders encode the original pattern to obtain an encoded pattern, and then decoding is

performed by using one or more decoding templates. The following embodiment of

the present application uses that one encoder encodes the original pattern to obtain an

encoded pattern, and one corresponding template is overlaid with the encoded pattern

as an example to describe the embodiment of the present application.

[00190] Apparatuses and modules of the system according to the embodiment of

the present application are further described below.

[00191] In one possible implementation manner of the embodiment of the

present application, the encoder includes at least one encoding template. In other

implementation manners of the embodiment of the present application, the encoder

may also encode the original pattern by using an encoding algorithm, to obtain the

encoded pattern. For example, each pixel of the original pattern is encoded by using

an encoding sequence.

[00192] This implementation manner is further described by using that the

encoder is an encoding template as an example. In the embodiment of the present

application, the pattern encoding apparatus 710 is further used for overlaying the

encoding template with the original pattern to obtain the encoded pattern. For

overlaying of the encoding template and the original pattern, refer to corresponding

descriptions in the embodiment of the information exchange method specifically,

which is not repeated herein.



[00193] In one possible implementation manner of the embodiment of the

present application, the encoding template is an encoding pattern. The encoding

pattern is composed of one or more of color channels in a color space.

[00194] As shown in FIG. 8c, in another possible implementation manner of the

embodiment of the present application, when the encoded pattern corresponds to a

plurality of original patterns, the pattern encoding apparatus 710 includes:

an initial encoding module 7 11, used for encoding the plurality of

original patterns by using the multiple groups of encoders in a one-to-one

corresponding manner, to obtain a plurality of initial encoded patterns, where each

group of encoders in the multiple groups of encoders include at least one sub-encoder;

and

a pattern combination module 712, used for synthesizing the plurality of

initial encoded patterns into the encoded pattern.

[00195] In one possible implementation manner, the multiple groups of encoders

are multiple groups of encoding templates, where each group of encoding templates in

the multiple groups of encoding templates include at least one sub-encoding template;

and

the initial encoding module 7 11 is further used for overlaying the

multiple groups of encoding templates to the plurality of original patterns in a

one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain the plurality of initial encoded patterns.

[00196] In this implementation manner, each group of encoding templates in the

multiple groups of encoding templates are orthogonal to other groups of encoding

templates in the multiple groups of encoding templates.

[00197] For the process of encoding the plurality of original patterns according

to the pattern encoding apparatus 710 shown in FIG. 8c, refer to corresponding

descriptions in the embodiment of the information exchange method, which is not

repeated herein.

[00198] As shown in FIG. 8a, in one possible implementation manner, the

system 700 obtains a decoding template corresponding to a specific user by using an

encoding template. Therefore, the system 700 further includes:

a decoding template generation apparatus 730, used for generating the

decoding template according to the encoding template.



[00199] Further, in this implementation manner, the decoding template

generation apparatus obtains the decoding template by converting the encoding

template. Herein, the converting is reversal processing or reversal processing with

compensation; for the further conversion method, refer to corresponding descriptions

in the process embodiment above.

[00200] In this implementation manner, the system 700 further includes:

an encoding template generation apparatus 740, used for generating the

encoding template according to a first pseudo-random sequence.

[00201] In order to determine a certain region in the view of the user to be an

encoded pattern more quickly and accurately, in this implementation manner, the

system 700 may further include:

a positioning identifier setting apparatus 750, used for setting a

positioning identifier marking a region where the encoded pattern is located.

[00202] The positioning identifier is generally one pattern or a group of specific

patterns, and therefore can be identified more easily than the encoded pattern; therefore,

determining the region where the encoded pattern is located according to the

positioning identifier is quicker and more accurate.

[00203] The positioning identifier setting apparatus 750 is usually set at an

information providing end, and corresponding to the positioning identifier setting

apparatus 750, the system 700, at a user end, further includes:

a positioning identifier identification apparatus 7100, used for

identifying the positioning identifier; and

the pattern recovery apparatus 720 is further used for determining the

encoded pattern according to the identified positioning identifier, and overlaying the

decoding template onto the determined encoded pattern.

[00204] In this implementation manner, the pattern recovery apparatus 720

includes:

an information projection module 721, used for projecting the decoding

template to the at least one eye fundus of the user.

[00205] Herein, when the information projection module 721 is used to present

the decoding template, for a specific method of acquiring the encoding template and

the decoding template, refer to the method correspondingly used when the decoding



template is presented in a manner of information projection in the above process

embodiment, which is not repeated herein.

[00206] In one possible implementation manner, the information projection

module 721 includes:

a projection sub-module 721 1, used for projecting the decoding module;

and

a parameter adjustment sub-module 7212, used for adjusting at least

one projection imaging parameter of an optical path between the projection position

and eyes of the user, until the authentication prompt information and an image of the

object are correspondingly clearly imaged in the at least one eye fundus of the user.

[00207] A detailed structure of the information projection module 721 will be

given in the following embodiment of smart glasses, which is not repeated herein.

[00208] It is likely that the pattern encoding apparatus 710, the decoding

template generation apparatus 730, the encoding template generation apparatus 740,

and the positioning identifier setting apparatus 750 are all located at the information

providing end, and in one possibility, the functions of the apparatuses may be

implemented by an information providing system. Definitely, in one possible

implementation manner, the decoding template generation apparatus 730 may also be

located at the user end.

[00209] In the embodiment of the present application, for the functions of the

apparatuses and devices, refer to corresponding descriptions in the above process

embodiment.

[00210] As shown in FIG. 8b, in another possible implementation manner of the

embodiment of the present application, the system obtains an encoding template

corresponding to a specific user by using a decoding template of the user, and encodes

to be provided for the specific user by using the encoding template. Therefore, the

system 700 further includes:

an encoding template generation apparatus 760, used for generating the

encoding template according to the decoding template.

[00211] In this implementation manner, the encoding template generation

apparatus 760 is further used for converting the decoding template to obtain the

encoding template. The converting is reversal processing or reversal processing with



compensation.

[00212] In this implementation manner, the system 700 may further include:

a decoding template generating apparatus 770, used for generating the

decoding template according to a second pseudo-random sequence.

[00213] In this implementation manner, the pattern recovery apparatus 720 may

include:

an information display module 722, used for displaying the decoding

template on an optical path between eyes of the user and the encoded pattern; and

a pattern enhancement module 723, used for obtaining at least one

enhancement template according to the recovery pattern, and overlaying the at least

one enhancement template to the recovery pattern, to obtain an enhanced recovery

pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user.

[00214] When the embodiment of the present application uses the information

display module 722 to present the decoding template, it is implemented by

corresponding encoding and decoding templates when the decoding template is

presented in a manner of inserting the decoding template in the optical path between

the eyes and the recovery pattern in the above process embodiment.

[00215] In the embodiment of the present invention, for the functions of the

apparatuses and modules, refer to corresponding descriptions in the above process

embodiment.

[00216] In the embodiment of the present application, the function of the pattern

recovery apparatus 720 may be implemented by using a wearable device around the

eyes.

[00217] As shown in FIG. 8a, in the embodiment of the present application, an

image in the at least one eye fundus of the user or an image of an object in the view of

the user may be obtained by using an image acquisition apparatus, and then the image

is analyzed in an image processing (including the identification of the encoded pattern

or identification of the positioning identifier) manner, to obtain the position of the

encoded pattern on the image (obtaining the position of an object on an image by

image acquisition and image processing may be solved according to existing structures

and technologies in the prior art, which is not repeated herein), and the decoding

template is projected to a position corresponding to the position on the image.



However, in order to make a better effect of overlaying of the decoding template and

the encoded pattern, in the system according to the embodiment of the present

application, it is necessary to first determine the position of the encoded pattern

relative to the user by using an encoded pattern position determining apparatus 780,

and then present the decoding template according to the position of the encoded pattern

relative to the user by using the pattern recovery apparatus 720.

[00218] In one possible implementation manner, a position detection module

781 is used to determine the position of the encoded pattern relative to the user by

detecting a sight fixation point of the user.

[00219] Herein, there may be many implementation manners of the position

detection module 781, for example, apparatuses corresponding to the methods i)-iii) in

the method embodiment. Apparatuses corresponding to the methods i) and ii) are

prior arts, which are not repeated herein. The embodiment of the present application

further describes the position detection module corresponding to the method iii) in

implementation manners in FIG. 9a to FIG. 9c.

[00220] As shown in FIG. 9a, in one possible implementation manner of the

embodiment of the present application, the position detection module 781 includes:

a fundus image acquisition sub-module 781 1, used for acquiring an

image in the at least one eye fundus of the user; in some embodiments, the fundus

image acquisition sub-module 781 1 may be a miniature camera or other photographic

imaging devices, for example, CCD, CMOS or like.

[00221] An adjustable imaging sub-module 7812 is used for performing

adjustment on at least one imaging parameter of an optical path between the fundus

image acquisition position and the eyes of the user until an image whose definition is

in a set threshold range is acquired; in the embodiment of the present application, the

adjustable imaging sub-module 7812 may include the focal length or the lens group in

the above method embodiment. In addition, the adjustable imaging sub-module 7812

may further include a light splitting unit, used for forming a light transmission path

between eyes and an observation object as well as between the eyes and the fundus

image acquisition sub-module 781 1. In this way, the optical path can be folded, to

reduce the volume of the system, and other visual experience of the user may not be

affected as much as possible.



[00222] An image processing sub-module 7813 is used for analyzing the

acquired image in the at least one eye fundus, to obtain the imaging parameter of the

optical path between the fundus image acquisition position and the eyes corresponding

to the image whose definition is in the set threshold range and at least one optical

parameter of the eyes, and calculating the position of a current fixation point of the

user relative to the user. Herein, similar to the description in the above method

embodiment, the optical parameter of the eyes includes an eye optical axis direction.

[00223] The position detection module 781 analyses an image in the at least one

eye fundus of the eyes, to obtain the optical parameter of the eyes when the fundus

image acquisition sub-module obtains the image, and can obtain the position of the

current fixation point of the eyes through calculation in combination with the known

imaging parameter of the system.

[00224] In this implementation manner, the known imaging parameter of the

system includes a fixed imaging parameter and a real-time imaging parameter, where

the real-time imaging parameter is parameter information of the adjustable lens device

when the image whose definition is in the set range is acquired, and the parameter

information may be obtained by real-time recording when the image is acquired.

[00225] A distance from an eye fixation point to the eyes is calculated below,

which is specifically as follows.

[00226] FIG. 9b is a schematic diagram of eye imaging, and in combination with

a lens imaging formula in a classical optical theory, a formula (91) may be obtained

according to FIG. 9b:

1 1 1
d0 de fe

[00227] where d0 and de are respectively distances from a current observation

object 9010 of the eyes and a real image 9020 on the retina to an eye equivalent lens

9030, fe is an equivalent focal length of the eye equivalent lens 9030, and X is a sight

direction of the eyes (which may be obtained from the optical axis direction of the

eyes).

[00228] FIG. 9c is a schematic diagram of a distance from an eye fixation point

to the eyes obtained according to a known optical parameter of the system and an

optical parameter of the eyes, in FIG. 9c, a light spot 9040 may form a virtual image



(not shown in FIG. 9c) by using an adjustable lens device 921, and suppose that a

distance from the virtual image to the lens is x (not shown in FIG. 9c), the following

equation system may be obtained in combination with the formula (91):

[00229] where dp is an optical equivalent distance from the light spot 9040 to

the adjustable lens device 921, d is an optical equivalent distance from the adjustable

lens device 921 to the eye equivalent lens 9030, and fp is a focal length value of the

adjustable lens device 921.

[00230] It can be obtained from (91) and (92) that the distance d0 from the

current observation object 9010 (eye fixation point) to the eye equivalent lens 9030 is

as shown in a formula (93):

[00231] According to the distance from the observation object 9010 to the eyes

obtained through calculation, the position of the eye fixation point can be obtained

easily as the optical axis direction of the eyes can be obtained due to the previous

description. In the embodiment of the present application, as the user is viewing the

encoded pattern, the fixation point of the user is on the encoded pattern, and then the

position of the encoded pattern relative to the user can be obtained according to

characteristics of the encoded pattern (for example, the positioning identifier).

[00232] In order that the method according to the embodiment of the present

application can quickly and accurately determine a position of the decoding template to

be presented according to the position of the encoded pattern, in one possible

implementation manner, as shown in FIG. 8b, the system 700 may further include:

[00233] a calibration apparatus 790, establishing a corresponding relationship

between a presentation parameter (including presentation position, size, angle and the

like) of the decoding template and the position of the encoded pattern through

calibration. The corresponding relationship may be indicated by a mapping table

between the presentation parameter of the decoding template and the position of the



encoded pattern is established.

[00234] The calibration apparatus 790 may include a storage module 791, used

for storing the mapping table of the corresponding relationship.

[00235] In this way, when the position of the encoded pattern is obtained,

position, size and other parameters of the decoding template to be presented can be

quickly and accurately obtained according to the mapping table, which does not

require other calculation or calibration.

[00236] To sum up, by using the system according to the embodiment of the

present application, the user can directly see a recovery pattern constituted by

overlaying a decoding template and an encoded pattern, and obtain information

provided for the user by an information providing end.

[00237] As shown in FIG. 10, an embodiment of the present application further

provides an information providing system 1000, including:

a pattern encoding apparatus 1010, used for overlaying at least one

encoding template with at least one original pattern, to obtain an encoded pattern.

[00238] The following uses that an encoding template and an original pattern are

overlaid to obtain the encoded pattern as an example for description.

[00239] As shown in FIG. 11a, in one possible implementation manner, the

system 1000 further includes:

a decoding template generation apparatus 1020, used for generating a

decoding template corresponding to the encoding template;

in this implementation manner, the decoding template generation

apparatus 1020 obtains the decoding template by converting the encoding template.

The converting is reversal processing or reversal processing with compensation;

a encoding template generation apparatus 1030, used for generating the

encoding template from a first pseudo-random sequence; and

a positioning identifier setting apparatus 1040, used for setting a

positioning identifier marking a region where the encoded pattern is located.

[00240] For specific structures and functions of the apparatuses, refer to

corresponding descriptions in the above embodiment.

[00241] As shown in FIG. l ib, in one possible implementation manner, the

system 1000 further includes:



an encoding template generation apparatus 1050, used for generating

the encoding template according to a decoding template.

[00242] The encoding template generation apparatus 1050 obtains the encoding

template by converting the decoding template. The converting is reversal processing

or reversal processing with compensation.

[00243] The decoding template is a decoding template corresponding to a

specific user, which may be obtained from a user end, or may also be obtained from a

third party.

[00244] As shown in FIG. 11c, in another possible implementation manner, the

encoded pattern corresponds to a plurality of original patterns, the at least one

encoding template is multiple groups of encoding templates whose mutual interference

values are in a set range, where each group of encoding templates in the multiple

groups of encoding templates include at least one sub-encoding template.

[00245] The pattern encoding apparatus 1010 includes:

an initial encoding module 1011, used for overlaying the multiple

groups of encoding templates to the plurality of original patterns in a one-to-one

corresponding manner, to obtain a plurality of initial encoded patterns; and

a pattern combination module 1012, used for synthesizing the plurality

of initial encoded patterns into an encoded pattern.

[00246] For specific structures and functions of the apparatuses, refer to

corresponding descriptions in the above embodiment.

[00247] The information providing system, for example, may be a server, which

securely provides information for the specific user by means of the encoded pattern.

[00248] Alternatively, the information providing system may also be a first user

equipment (UE) (for example, a computer, a cell phone or other electronic devices),

which securely provides information for at least one second UE through the encoded

pattern.

[00249] According to the encoded pattern obtained through encoding according

to the pattern encoding apparatus of the implementation manner, decoding of the

encoded pattern can be completed through overlaying of a decoding template

corresponding to the encoding template and the encoded pattern, which provides a

basis for convenient and secure decoding of the user end.



[00250] FIG. 12 is a schematic structural block diagram of another information

providing system 1200 according to an embodiment of the present application, and the

specific embodiment of the present application does not limit specific implementation

of the information providing system 1200. As shown in FIG. 12, the information

providing system 1200 may include:

a processor 1210, a communications interface 1220, a memory 1230,

and a communications bus 1240.

[00251] The processor 1210, the communications interface 1220, and the

memory 1230 complete communications therebetween by means of the

communications bus 1240.

[00252] The communications interface 1220 is used for communicating with

network elements of, for example, a client or the like.

[00253] The processor 1210 is used for executing a program 1232, and may

specifically execute related steps in the above method embodiment.

[00254] Specifically, the program 1232 may include a program code, and the

program code includes a computer operating instruction.

[00255] The processor 1210 may be a CPU, or an Application Specific

Integrated Circuit (ASIC), or may be configured as one or more ICs implementing the

embodiment of the present application.

[00256] The memory 1230 is used for storing the program 1232. The memory

1230 may include a high-speed RAM memory, or may further include a non-volatile

memory, for example, at least one magnetic disk memory. The program 1232 may be

specifically used for making the information providing system 1200 execute the

following step:

a pattern encoding step of overlaying at least one encoding template

with at least one original pattern, to obtain an encoded pattern.

[00257] For specific implementation of the steps of the program 1232, reference

may be made to corresponding descriptions in the corresponding steps and units in the

above embodiments, which is not repeated therein. Persons skilled in the art may

clearly understand that, for convenience and conciseness of description, for the specific

operation process of the devices and modules described above, reference may be made

to corresponding process descriptions in the foregoing process embodiments, which is



not repeated herein.

[00258] As shown in FIG. 13, an embodiment of the present application further

provides a wearable device 1300, including the information exchange system 13 10

described above.

[00259] In one possible implementation manner, the wearable device is smart

glasses. Definitely, in other possible implementation manners of the embodiment of

the present application, the wearable device may also be a wearable device worn

around the glasses for use, such as a helmet device or an eyepiece device.

[00260] The smart glasses according to the embodiment of the present

application are further described below according to the embodiment shown in FIG.

14.

[00261] In the embodiment of the present application, the smart glasses 1600

include the information exchange system described in the FIG. 6 . The pattern

recovery apparatus of the information providing system includes an information

projection module, and the encoded pattern position determining apparatus includes a

position detection module. In the embodiment of the present application, structures

of the information projection module and the position detection module are

multiplexed.

[00262] It can be seen from FIG. 14 that, in this implementation manner, the

information providing system of this implementation manner is integrated on the right

side of the glasses body G (not limited to this), which includes:

a miniature camera 1610, used for shooting an image in an eye fundus

of a user, which may be used as the fundus image acquisition sub-module of the

position detection module, and in order not to affect the user's normal sight of viewing

the object, it is set on the right outer side of the glasses body G;

a first light splitter 1620, disposed at an intersection between a gaze

direction of an eye A and an incident direction of the camera 1610 at a certain tilt angle,

and transmitting light of an observation object entering the eye A and reflecting light

from the eye to the camera 1610; and

a variable focal length lens 1630, located between the first light splitter

1620 and the camera 1610, real-time adjusting a focal length value, which may

function as the adjustable imaging sub-module of the position detection module and



the parameter adjustment sub-module of the information projection module, so that, in

the case of a certain focal length value, the camera 1610 can shoot an image whose

fundus definition is in a set range, and the decoding template projected by the

information projection module is presented in a position corresponding to the at least

one eye fundus of the user.

[00263] In this implementation manner, the image processing sub-module of the

position detection module is not shown in FIG. 14.

[00264] A mini projector 1640 functions as the projection sub-module of the

information projection module, and projects a corresponding decoding pattern to the

fundus of the user; in addition, the micro projector 1640 may also provide lighting for

the position detection module or project a reference pattern. In order not to affect

user experience, while playing the role of lighting or projecting a reference pattern,

light projected by the mini projector 1640 may be light invisible to the eyes, for

example, may be infrared light.

[00265] In this implementation manner, the mini projector 1640 is located

outside the glasses frame on the right side, and therefore transfer of light emitted from

the mini projector 1640 from the light to the fundus needs to be completed with the

first light splitter 1620 by using a second light splitter 1650. In this implementation

manner, the second light splitter 1650 is located before an incident surface of the

camera 1610, and therefore it further needs to transmit light from the fundus to the

second light splitter 1650.

[00266] It can be seen from FIG. 14 that, in this implementation manner, the

position detection module 1600 is located on one side where a lens of the glasses body

G is away from the eye A, therefore, when the optical parameter of the eye is

calculated, the lens may also be seen as part of the eye A, and in this case, it is

unnecessary to know optical characteristics of the lens.

[00267] In other implementation manners of the embodiment of the present

application, the position detection module 1600 may be located on one side where a

lens of the glasses body G is close to the eye A, and in this case, it is necessary to

previously obtain an optical characteristic parameter of the lens, and influencing

factors of the lens should be considered when a fixation point distance is calculated.

[00268] Content projected by the mini projector 1640 in this embodiment enters



the user's eyes through reflection of the second light splitter 1650, transmission of the

variable focal length lens 1630 and reflection of the first light splitter 1620 and then

through the lens of the glasses body G, and finally reaches the retina of the fundus; the

camera 1610 shoots an image in the fundus through a pupil of the eye A by passing

through an optical path constituted by the first light splitter 1620, the variable focal

length lens 1630, and the second light splitter 1650.

[00269] It can be seen from the above that, the functions of the position

detection module and the information projection module of the information providing

system according to the embodiment of the present application may be implemented by

a set of equipment, so that the whole system has a simple structure, small volume, and

is more portable.

[00270] In other possible implementation manners of the embodiment of the

present application, the information projection module may perform projection for two

eyes of the user, and in this case, it is also necessary to set a corresponding projector, a

variable focal length lens and a light splitter on the other side of the glasses body G .

[00271] In the embodiment of the present application, other apparatuses of the

information exchange system are not shown, and functions of the other apparatus may

be implemented by a processing module installed on or embedded into the glasses

body G .

[00272] Persons of ordinary skill in the art may realize that, in combination with

the units and method steps in the examples described in the embodiments disclosed

herein, the functions can be implemented with electronic hardware, or a combination

of computer software and electronic hardware. Whether the functions are executed

by means of hardware or software depends on specific applications of the technical

solution and design constraints. Professional technicians may implement the

functions described with different methods for each specific application, but such

implementation should be not considered as beyond the scope of the present

application.

[00273] If the functions are implemented in a form of software functional units

and are sold or used as separate products, they can be stored in a computer readable

storage medium. Based on such comprehension, the technical solution of the present

application or the part that makes contributions to the prior art or part of the technical



solution can be substantially embodied in the form of a software product, the computer

software product is stored in a storage medium, and contain several instructions to

instruct a computer device (for example, a personal computer, a server, or a network

device) to perform all or part of the steps of the method as described in the

embodiments of the present application. The storage medium includes various media

that can store program codes, such as a U disk, a mobile hard disk, a read-only

memory (ROM), a random access memory (RAM), a magnetic disk or an optical disc.

[00274] The above embodiments are merely for describing the present

application, but are not intended to limit the present application, and persons of

ordinary skill in the art may make various variations and modifications without

departing from the spirit and scope of the present application; therefore, all equivalent

technical solutions fall with the scope of the present application, and the patent

protection scope of the present application shall be defined by the claims.



Claims

1. A method, comprising:

overlaying, by a system comprising a processor, at least one decoding template

onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user, to obtain a recovery

pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user, wherein the recovery

pattern corresponds to at least one original pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at

least one decoding template corresponds to at least one encoder forming the encoded

pattern.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one decoding template is at least

one decoding pattern.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one encoder is at least one

encoding template.

4 . The method of claim 3, further comprising:

generating the at least one decoding template according to the at least one

encoding template.

5 . The method of claim 4, wherein the generating the at least one decoding

template according to the at least one encoding template comprises:

converting the at least one encoding template to obtain the at least one decoding

template.

6 . The method of claim 3, wherein the at least one encoding template is

generated from at least one first pseudo-random sequence.

7 . The method of claim 3, further comprising:

generating the at least one encoding template according to the at least one

decoding template.



8 . The method of claim 7, wherein the generating the at least one encoding

template according to the at least one decoding template comprises:

converting the at least one decoding template to obtain the at least one encoding

template.

9 . The method of claim 3, wherein the at least one decoding template is

generated from at least one second pseudo-random sequence.

10. The method of claim 5 or 8, wherein the converting is reversal processing or

reversal processing with compensation.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the overlaying the at least one decoding

template onto the encoded pattern in the least one eye fundus of the user comprises:

projecting the at least one decoding template to the at least one eye fundus of the

user.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the overlaying the at least one decoding

template onto the encoded pattern in the at least one eye fundus of the user comprises:

displaying the at least one decoding template on an optical path between at least

one eye corresponding to the at least one eye fundus of the user and the encoded

pattern.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one decoding template is a

plurality of decoding templates, and

wherein the overlaying the at least one decoding template onto the encoded

pattern in the at least one eye fundus of the user comprises:

projecting at least one decoding template in the plurality of decoding templates to

the at least one eye fundus of the user; and

displaying other decoding templates in the plurality of decoding templates on an

optical path between at least one eye corresponding to the at least one eye fundus of

the user and the encoded pattern.



14. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

obtaining at least one enhancement template according to the recovery pattern,

and overlaying the at least one enhancement template to the recovery pattern, to obtain

an enhanced recovery pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user.

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

encoding the at least one original pattern by using the at least one encoder, to

obtain the encoded pattern.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the at least one encoder is at least one

encoding template, and

wherein the encoding the at least one original pattern by using the at least one

encoder, to obtain the encoded pattern comprises:

overlaying the at least one encoding template with the at least one original pattern,

to obtain the encoded pattern.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein:

the at least one original pattern is a plurality of original patterns;

wherein the at least one encoder is multiple groups of encoders comprising

mutual interference values that are in a set range; and

wherein the encoding the at least one original pattern by using the at least one

encoder, to obtain the encoded pattern comprises:

encoding the plurality of original patterns by using the multiple groups of

encoders in a one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain a plurality of initial encoded

patterns, wherein each group of encoders in the multiple groups of encoders comprise

at least one sub-encoder; and

synthesizing the plurality of initial encoded patterns into the encoded pattern.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein:

the multiple groups of encoders are multiple groups of encoding templates,

wherein each group of encoding templates in the multiple groups of encoding

templates comprise at least one sub-encoding template; and



wherein the encoding the plurality of original patterns by using the multiple

groups of encoders in the one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain the plurality of

initial encoded patterns comprises:

overlaying the multiple groups of encoding templates to the plurality of original

patterns in the one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain the plurality of initial

encoded patterns.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein each group of encoding templates in the

multiple groups of encoding templates are orthogonal to other groups of encoding

templates in the multiple groups of encoding templates.

20. The method of claim 15, further comprising, before the overlaying of the at

least one decoding template onto the encoded pattern in the at least one eye fundus of

the user, setting at least one positioning identifier marking a region where the

encoded pattern is located.

21. The method of claim 20, further comprising:

before the overlaying of the at least one decoding template onto the encoded

pattern in the at least one eye fundus of the user,

identifying the at least one positioning identifier; and

determining the encoded pattern according to the at least one positioning

identifier.

22. A method, comprising:

overlaying, by a system comprising a processor, at least one encoding template

with at least one original pattern, to obtain an encoded pattern.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein:

the at least one original pattern is a plurality of original patterns;

the at least one encoding template is multiple groups of encoding templates whose

mutual interference values are in a set range;

each group of encoding templates in the multiple groups of encoding templates



comprise at least one sub-encoding template; and

the overlaying of the at least one encoding template with the at least one original

pattern, to obtain the encoded pattern comprises:

overlaying the multiple groups of encoding templates to the plurality of original

patterns in a one-to-one corresponding manner, to obtain a plurality of initial encoded

patterns; and

synthesizing the plurality of initial encoded patterns into the encoded pattern.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein:

each group of encoding templates in the multiple groups of encoding templates

are orthogonal to other groups of encoding templates in the multiple groups of

encoding templates.

25. The method of claim 22, wherein the at least one encoding template is at

least one encoding pattern.

26. The method of claim 22, further comprising:

generating at least one decoding template corresponding to the at least one

encoding template, and obtaining a recovery pattern corresponding to one original

pattern in the at least one original pattern after the at least one decoding template and

the encoded pattern are overlaid.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the at least one decoding template is

obtained by converting the at least one encoding template.

28. The method of claim 22, further comprising:

generating the at least one encoding template from at least one decoding template,

and obtaining a recovery pattern corresponding to one original pattern in the at least

one original pattern after the at least one decoding template and the encoded pattern are

overlaid.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein the at least one encoding template is



obtained by converting the at least one decoding template.

30. The method of claim 27 or 29, wherein the converting is reversal processing

or reversal processing with compensation.

31. The method of claim 22, wherein the at least one encoding template is

generated from at least one first pseudo-random sequence.

32. The method of claim 22, further comprising:

setting a positioning identifier marking a region where the encoded pattern is

located.

33. A system, comprising :

a pattern recovery apparatus configured to overlay at least one decoding template

onto an encoded pattern in at least one eye fundus of a user, to obtain a recovery

pattern presented in the at least one eye fundus of the user, wherein the recovery

pattern corresponds to at least one original pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at

least one decoding template corresponds to at least one encoder forming the encoded

pattern.

34. The system of claim 33, wherein:

the at least one encoder is at least one encoding template.

35. The system of claim 34, further comprising:

a decoding template generation apparatus configured to generate the at least one

decoding template of the at least one encoding template.

36. The system of claim 33, wherein the decoding template generation apparatus

is further configured to convert the at least one encoding template to obtain the at least

one decoding template.

The system of claim 34, further comprising



an encoding template generation apparatus configured to generate the at least one

encoding template from at least one first pseudo-random sequence.

38. The system of claim 34, further comprising:

an encoding template generation apparatus configured to generate the at least one

encoding template according to the at least one decoding template.

39. The system of claim 38, wherein the encoding template generation

apparatus is further configured to convert the at least one decoding template to obtain

the at least one encoding template.

40. The system of claim 34, further comprising:

a decoding template generation apparatus configured to generate the at least one

decoding template from at least one second pseudo-random sequence.

41. The system of claim 36 or 39, wherein the converting is reversal processing

or reversal processing with compensation.

42. The system of claim 33, wherein the pattern recovery apparatus comprises:

an information projection module configured to project the at least one decoding

template to the at least one eye fundus of the user.

43. The system of claim 33, wherein the pattern recovery apparatus comprises:

an information display module configured to display the at least one decoding

template on an optical path between at least one eye corresponding to the at least one

eye fundus of the user and the encoded pattern.

44. The system of claim 33, wherein the at least one decoding template is a

plurality of decoding templates, and

wherein the pattern recovery apparatus comprises:

an information projection module configured to project the at least one decoding

template in the plurality of decoding templates to the at least one eye fundus of the user;



and

an information display module configured to display, on an optical path between

at least one eye corresponding to the at least one eye fundus of the user and the

encoded pattern, other decoding templates in the plurality of decoding templates.

45. The system of claim 33, wherein the pattern recovery apparatus further

comprises:

a pattern enhancement module configured to obtain at least one enhancement

template according to the recovery pattern, and overlay the at least one enhancement

template to the recovery pattern, to obtain an enhanced recovery pattern presented in

the at least one eye fundus of the user.

46. The system of claim 33, further comprising:

a pattern encoding apparatus configured to encode the at least one original pattern

by using the at least one encoder, to obtain the encoded pattern.

47. The system of claim 46, wherein the at least one encoder is at least one

encoding template, and

the pattern encoding apparatus is further configured to:

overlay the at least one encoding template with the at least one original pattern, to

obtain the encoded pattern.

48. The system of claim 46, wherein:

the at least one original pattern is a plurality of original patterns;

the at least one encoder is multiple groups of encoders whose mutual interference

values are in a set range; and

the pattern encoding apparatus comprises:

an initial encoding module configured to encode the plurality of original patterns

by using the multiple groups of encoders in a one-to-one corresponding manner, to

obtain a plurality of initial encoded patterns, wherein each group of encoders in the

multiple groups of encoders comprise at least one sub-encoder; and

a pattern combination module configured to synthesize the plurality of initial



encoded patterns into the encoded pattern.

49. The system of claim 48, wherein:

the multiple groups of encoders are multiple groups of encoding templates,

each group of encoding templates in the multiple groups of encoding templates

comprise at least one sub-encoding template, and

the initial encoding module is further configured to overlay the multiple groups of

encoding templates to the plurality of original patterns in a one-to-one corresponding

manner, to obtain the plurality of initial encoded patterns.

50. The system of claim 49, wherein:

each group of encoding templates in the multiple groups of encoding templates

are orthogonal to other groups of encoding templates in the multiple groups of

encoding templates.

51. The system of claim 46, further comprising:

a positioning identifier setting apparatus configured to set at least one positioning

identifier marking a region where the encoded pattern is located.

52. The system of claim 51, further comprising:

a positioning identifier identification apparatus configured to identify the at least

one positioning identifier,

wherein the pattern recovery apparatus is further configured to determine the

encoded pattern according to the at least one positioning identifier.

53. A system, comprising:

a pattern encoding apparatus configured to overlay at least one encoding template

with at least one original pattern, to obtain the encoded pattern.

54. The system of claim 53, wherein:

the at least one original pattern is a plurality of original patterns;

the at least one encoding template is multiple groups of encoding templates whose



mutual interference values are in a set range;

each group of encoding templates in the multiple groups of encoding templates

comprise at least one sub-encoding template; and

the pattern encoding apparatus comprises:

an initial encoding module configured to overlay the multiple groups of encoding

templates to the plurality of original patterns in a one-to-one corresponding manner, to

obtain a plurality of initial encoded patterns; and

a pattern combination module configured to synthesize the plurality of initial

encoded patterns into the encoded pattern.

55. The system of claim 54, wherein:

each group of encoding templates in the multiple groups of encoding templates

are orthogonal to other groups of encoding templates in the multiple groups of

encoding templates.

56. The system of claim 53, further comprising:

a decoding template generating apparatus configured to generate at least one

decoding template corresponding to the at least one encoding template, and obtain a

recovery pattern corresponding to one original pattern in the at least one original

pattern after the at least one decoding template and the encoded pattern are overlaid.

57. The system of claim 56, wherein the decoding template generating apparatus

is further configured to convert the at least one encoding template to obtain the at least

one decoding template.

58. The system of claim 56, further comprising:

an encoding template generation apparatus configured to generate the at least one

encoding template from at least one decoding template, and obtain a recovery pattern

corresponding to one original pattern in the at least one original pattern after the at

least one decoding template and the encoded pattern are overlaid.

The system of claim 58, wherein the encoding template generation apparatus



is further configured to convert the at least one decoding template to obtain the at least

one encoding template.

60. The system of claim 57 or 59, wherein the converting is reversal processing

or reversal processing with compensation.

61. The system of claim 55, further comprising:

an encoding template generation apparatus configured to generate the at least one

encoding template from at least one first pseudo-random sequence.

62. The system of claim 53, further comprising:

a positioning identifier setting apparatus configured to set at least one positioning

identifier marking a region where the encoded pattern is located.

63. The system of claim 53, wherein the apparatus is included in a wearable

device.

64. The system of claim 63, wherein the wearable device is smart glasses.

65. A computer readable storage apparatus, comprising at least one executable

instruction, which, in response to execution, causes a system comprising a processor to

perform operations, comprising:

overlaying at least one decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at least one

eye fundus of a user, to obtain a recovery pattern presented in the at least one eye

fundus of the user, wherein the recovery pattern corresponds to at least one original

pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at least one decoding template corresponds to at

least one encoder forming the encoded pattern.

66. An information exchange system, comprising a processing device and a

memory, wherein the memory stores at least one executable instruction, the processing

device is communicatively coupled to the memory, and when the information exchange

system operates, the processing device executes the at least one executable instruction



stored by the memory, to cause the information exchange system to perform at least

one operation, comprising:

overlaying at least one decoding template onto an encoded pattern in at least one

eye fundus of a user, to obtain a recovery pattern presented in the at least one eye

fundus of the user, wherein the recovery pattern corresponds to at least one original

pattern of the encoded pattern, and the at least one decoding template corresponds to at

least one encoder forming the encoded pattern.

67. A computer readable storage apparatus, comprising an executable instruction,

wherein corresponding to execution of the executable instruction, an apparatus

comprising a processor performs an operation, comprising:

overlaying at least one encoding template with at least one original pattern, to

obtain an encoded pattern.

68. An information providing system, comprising a processing device and a

memory, wherein the memory stores at least one executable instruction, the processing

device is connected to the memory by means of a communications bus, and when the

information providing system operates, the processing device executes the at least one

executable instruction stored by the memory, to cause the information providing

system to perform operations, comprising:

overlaying at least one encoding template with at least one original pattern, to

obtain an encoded pattern.
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